EXPLORATION & DEVELOPMENT
The earth is a gigantic heat engine. A
tremendous amount of heat is constantly transported from its center to
the surface by thermal convection and
conduction.
The geothermal heat is ultimately
the driving force of most large-scale
geologic processes that take place on
the surface of the earth (e.g., movement of tectonic plates, volcanic eruptions, etc.). A portion of the heat conducted through the earth’s crust is used
to drive the chemical reactions which
transform organic matter contained in
sedimentary rocks into petroleum.
Without the geothermal heat, there
would be no naturally occurring petroleum on this planet. Therefore, measuring this heat and understanding its
transport mechanisms through the
crustal rocks are essential to the science
of petroleum exploration.
In this article, we describe how geothermal heat flow is measured on the
seafloor and how such data are utilized
in offshore oil and gas exploration, especially in the Gulf of Mexico. We focus
on three types of application: hydrocarbon maturation analysis, subsalt exploration, and assessing the stability of
marine gas hydrates.
The data used here are from the heat
flow programs conducted by TDIBrooks in the last several years.

Measurement techniques
Geothermal heat flow through the
seafloor is determined as a product of
two separate measurements of the thermal gradient in, and the thermal conductivity of, the sediment in a depth
interval. A single instrument can perform both measurements.
A typical marine heat flow instrument (Figs. 1 and 2) is equipped with
a thin (1-cm diameter) metal tube of
3- to 7-m length, which contains a
dozen or so thermistors spaced along
its length. The temperature data obtained at individual thermistors are
stored in the digital data recorder in a
pressure-proof housing attached at the
top of the metal tube.
The instrument is lowered to the sea
bottom by a winch cable from a ship.
When the instrument reaches the
seafloor, the thermal sensor tube penetrates vertically into the sediment and

records the temperature continuously at
each thermistor location (Fig 2).
The sediment temperatures obtained
at different sub-bottom depths (Fig. 2)
define the geothermal gradient. However, what the instrument measures
while it is on bottom is not the ‘real’ or
equilibrium temperature of the sediment, because the temperature of the
sediment around the probe rises quickly upon penetration of the probe due
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models for simulating such processes
were first proposed in the late 1970s
by researchers like McKenzie and
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In marine basins along continental
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margins such as the Gulf of Mexico, the
speed of sedimentation can be faster
than the speed of the thermal equilibration. In such a case, the magnitude
The instrument also measures the angle pacted over time. This means that the
of the heat flow through the seafloor is
researcher must have detailed knowlof penetration (tilt), the water depth,
significantly less than the heat released
and the temperature of the bottom wa- edge of the sedimentation history, the
from the basement into the bottom of
thermal properties of the sediments,
ter (Fig. 2).
the sedimentary column. This results in
and the regional geothermal heat flux
in reconstructing the thermal history of a much lower heat flow regime and
Thermal history of basins
lower sediment temperatures.
The thermal history of sedimentary the basin of interest.
Sedimentation processes can also
Geothermal heat flow through the
basins is of great interest to petroleum
seafloor is one of the few constraints to cause an increase in the sedimentary
geologists because the hydrocarbon
heat budget. Some sedimentary partimaturation process is controlled prima- such models that can be measured dirily by the temperature the sedimentary rectly. If the main characteristics of the cles contain elements whose radioactive
decay produces heat. Uranium, thorimodel are correct (erosion and fluid
source rock has experienced since its
um, and potassium are such elements.
expulsion), the measured heat flow
deposition.
Clastic sediments have relatively higher
Researchers constrain the sedimenta- should agree with the model results.
It is commonly accepted that a sedi- concentration of radiogenic heat
ry thermal history by building a physimentary basin forms when a continen- sources than carbonates.
cal model that simulates the processes
In the Gulf of Mexico, the mudstone
whereby the sediments become gradu- tal landmass extends in a tensional
stress regime. The stretched and faulted core samples from Sites 90 and 91 of
ally heated by the geothermal heat as
Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP) procontinental crust subsides below the
they are deposited, buried, and com-
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ing process created the igneous basedue to complexity of the downslope sedment underlying the gulf abyssal plain obtained in terms of vitrinite reflectance (%Ro) or other indicators.
iment transport influenced by the movein the late Jurassic period.8 This means
Fig. 5 shows the maturity estimation
ment of salt structures. Here we show
that the thermal structure of the gulf
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lower slopes of major continental margins.19 For example, in the Gulf of Mexico, gas hydrates of thermogenic origin
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ments and in a more favorable environThree-dimensional perspective view of the salt tongue
model used in the heat flow simulation shown in Fig. 9.
ment for hydrates to be stable. At the
The bottom of the diapiric root is unknown. The dashed
bottom of the hydrate-filled layer, there
line shows the direction of the profile along which the
heat flow variation has been estimated.
is a sharp contrast in sedimentary mechanical property. The hydrate-filled
sediment above is rigid while the deepR ESULT OF THERMAL MODELING* Fig. 8 er sediment below is relatively soft,
filled with methane.
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explosion or seafloor instability.21
If the warming takes place slowly in
Our simulation results show that a 1- association with natural climatic
km difference in the depth of the root
changes, the sediment will gradually
causes 3- to 7-mW/m2 difference in
lose its rigidity and may collapse, trigheat flow (Fig. 8). That can be easily re- gering a submarine landslide.22 The
solved by the accuracy of the current
melted hydrates will release the
heat flow instrumentation. The peak in
methane eventually into the atmosphere
heat flow is partly due to the fact that
and contribute to greenhouse warming.
the sediment cover is thinnest there (i.e.,
Second, the methane extracted from
shallowest burial depth). But thickness
hydrates can be an energy source.
of the salt also influences the magnitude However, it has not been possible to
of the heat flow anomaly; the thicker the economically produce a large volume
salt, the greater the anomaly.
of methane solely from hydrate-filled
marine sediments. The petroleum industry has rather been concerned with
Heat flow and gas hydrates
the drilling-related hazards mentioned
Gas hydrates are ice-like, crystalline
chemical compounds composed mostly above and the gas hydrates that form
inside deepwater gas pipelines.23
of methane and water. They can occur
naturally within the pore spaces of maOccurrence of gas hydrates in marine sediments, if the gas is highly con- rine sediments is often detected by
centrated in a low-temperature and
seismic reflection surveys. The lower
high-pressure environment.
limit of the zone of hydrate stability
Natural gas hydrates are commonly
produces characteristic signals in assofound on the seafloor along mid-tociation with the abrupt change in elasDepth below seafloor, km

0

Heat flow, mW/m2

anomaly within the sedimentary layers
above. Depending on the size, the geometrical shape, and its depth of burial,
a salt structure can yield a surface heat
flow two to three times greater than
that away from the salt. A number of
previous field investigations observed
occurrence of such anomalies.16-18
This phenomenon is important in
petroleum exploration and production
in two aspects. First, the perturbation
of the geothermal field affects the hydrocarbon maturation process in the
sediments around the salt diapir. Second, the heat flow anomaly associated
with the salt diapir, if characterized in
detail, may provide constraints to the
geometry of the salt body.
The second point is pertinent especially to the subsalt plays in the Gulf of
Mexico. Large reservoirs are located beneath sheet-like salt features that are
buried under relatively thin (100-500
m) sediments. These salt sheets are allochthonous features which have mobilized upward and outward from the
original stratigraphic position.
A tabular, allochthonous salt feature,
which retains its diapiric root, is called
a ‘salt tongue.’ If a number of salt
tongues in the same vicinity coalesce
and form a laterally extensive feature, it
is called a ‘salt canopy.’
Salt canopies and isolated salt
tongues are commonly found on the
Texas-Louisiana continental slope. Currently 3D seismic techniques are used
extensively in imaging the geometrical
shape of the salt bodies, but they have
some difficulty in constraining deep diapiric roots under salt tongues and
canopies. In such circumstances, heat
flow probing may provide additional
information on the salt geometry.
Here we present a result of a series
of simple numerical simulations to
show how sensitive the heat flow
through the seafloor is to the depth of
the diapiric root of a salt tongue. Here
we have an imaginary salt tongue
buried under 200 to 300 m of sedimentary cover and it is about 10 km in
diameter (Fig. 7). We assume that its
surface geometry and the thickness of
the tongue are already constrained by
seismic techniques, but we do not
know how deep is the bottom of the
diapiric root.
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